MANUFACTURING
We manufacture more than 50 commercial vehicle bodies every week,
including GRP boxes, Curtainsiders and dropsiders.
With 100,00 square feet capacity across three modern facilities, we
provide commercial vehicle bodies to sole traders and blue chip
Companies alike.
Our box bodies are tailor-made to meet each client’s exact
requirements, with technical designs that ensure efficiency and
longevity.
Our Bodies are bespoke for every client and boast a comprehensive
range of optional features, including lightweight aluminium versions to
maximise payloads.
Every vehicle is checked and tested rigorously. Clients are always
welcome at our facilities to see our design and production team in
action.
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GRAPHICS
Our specialist graphic and livery team offers a complete design and
application service for national/regional fleets, or for single vehicles, to
suit each clients needs.
We specialise in vehicle wrapping, computer - cut graphics, livery
repairs and application to all types of vehicles, including curtainsiders.
With the latest design software and large format printing technology
we are able to provide a solution for every customer.
By using the highest quality materials - such as 3M and Avery - We’ll
ensure visual impact, durability and longevity.
Don’t have your own design? Not a problem - We can work with your
team to make sure that your branding and identity is perfect every time.
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PASSPORT
We can take the strain of compliance with the European Community
Whole Vehicle Type Approval (WVTA) scheme by welcoming you to our
Bevan Passport initiative.
Commercial vehicle operators that hold a Bevan Passport won’t need
to worry about conforming to WVTA regulations about tyres, emissions,
breaking systems or any other aspect of the directives.
A Bevan Passport proves that your vehicle meets or exceeds the
relevant environmental, safety and security standards.
Our Quality Management Systems ensure directive compliance and
provide the certification you need to avoid excessive costs and
Unnecessary risks to your business.
Just contact our team to find out how the Bevan Passport can keep
your vehicles on the right side of the law.
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From humble beginnings...
Business started in Brierley Hill

1976

Relocated to larger premises in Oldbury

The Bevan story began in the mid-seventies,

Three years of rapid growth and full order

1979

when freight transport expanded to fill the

books resulted in a need for greater capacity,

rapidly growing road network in the UK.

and we haven’t slowed down since.

Set up external paintshop
The time was right to focus on specialities and
increase our capacity further still, so our external

Relocated to an independent site in Blakeley Hall Road

paintshop was the ideal solution.
PAINTSHOP

Another great leap forward saw us move to
our own site, where we set up our facilities to

Set Up Bevan Aftercare

1988

provide exactly what our customers needed.

Another string to our bow was established when our
range of aftercare services were brought together
to create Bevan Aftercare.
AFTERCARE

2003
RESPONSE

Purchased Welford Thomas

2004

Set up external repair centre

Our expansion continued with the purchase

2005

of Welford Thomas, which would become the first
of a series of major acquisitions.

Another major investment helped us to increase the
capacity of our repairs service and help more
customers to stay on the road.

Bevan 21 Launch
A breakthrough in fuel efficiency and intelligent
design, the Bevan21 box body applied aerodynamic
principles to commercial vehicles.

2006

Purchased second manufacturing facility on Amber Way
Set up Bevan Graphics

With demand for our bodies and vehicles increasing, we

Demand for our vehicle livery services grew to such an

responded by increasing our output and investing in the
latest technology.

extent that Bevan Graphics was born as an expert
department with the latest equipment.

2009

Patnership with A&R

ICON Launch

By joining forces with the leading accident repair

Environmental credentials for commercial vehicles don’t

and refurbishment specialists, we secured our place

come much higher than those of the light-weight,

as industry leaders.

fuel-efficient Bevan ICON.

Purchased of Stag Bodies
Our expansion continued with the purchase
of Stag Bodies, which has now entered the
Bevan Group into the tipper and traffic
management vehicle market. Stag Bodies
is now trading under Bevan Specialist Products.

Purchased PG Reeves

Purchased Supertrucks

Another step forward saw us moving into

Another string was added to our bow with the

the drinks transport sector, producing specialist

acquisition of one of the UK’s most respected

vehicle bodies for multi-drop deliveries.

glass-carrying vehicle providers.

2013

2015
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Our History
First established in Brierley Hill in 1976, we grew rapidly
during our first three years and moved to larger premises in
Oldbury as soon as 1979, before setting up our own
independent site on Blakely Hall Road in 1988.

Our Evolution
Our range of services expanded to include an external
paintshop, a repair centre and a second manufacturing facility.
We brought welford Thomas and PG Reeves whilst also
launching the successful Bevan Aftercare.

Our Future
By launching the ICON and the Bevan 21, setting up Bevan
Graphics, integrating Supertrucks and partnering up with A&R
Vehicle Service, we’ve become one of the UK’s leading
specialists and the future is even brighter.
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AFTERCARE
Years of experience have helped us to develop a range of attractive
services that deliver exactly what a commercial vehicle operator needs
to stay on the road.
We provide maintenance and professional repair services as part of a
complete fleet management plan or as and when required.
Skilled and qualified technicians offer full tail-lift and shutter door
aftercare, and our facilities are equipped with the latest technology.
When you need emergency roadside response, we’ll get to you within
90 minutes, 24 hours a day. We can repair at the roadside, at our
hi-tech facilities or at your own site, at your convenience.
For instant access to Bevan Aftercare, just call our dedicated Rapid
Response Line on 08443 2222 333
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GLASS CARRIERS
Professional, experienced and skilled, Supertrucks is the first choice for
glass-carrying vehicle bodies and van conversions, low loaders space
vans and much more.
Supertrucks invented the glass-carrying rack and named it the frail, after
the characteristic of the material it was designed to carry safely. You’ll
hear glass carrying racks frails to this day.
Based in St Helens, at the heart of the glass industry, we serve both the
UK and export markets. We work with high-profile, blue chip companies
and sole traders alike.
Our customers base includes high-profile names such as Pilkington, IG
Glass, Solaglas Saint-Gobain, Gibbs & Dandy, Float Glass
Industries and Theodor Schmid Gmbh, All benefit from our industry
leading standards of products quality and service.
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SPECIALIST PRODUCTS
The specialist arm of the Bevan Group focuses on Utilities, Highway
Maintenance & Tipping vehicles.
After the Absorption of the Staffordshire based STAG Bodies the newly
branded B.S.P has utilised the 20+ years’ proficient experience and
increased capacity by 25%. Being fully incorporated into the Bevan
Passport scheme, B.S.P can offer a range of high quality Commercial
Bodies on a variety of chassis models.
Offering value & guidance when it comes to standard Drop-sides,
Platforms & Beaver-tails. B.S.P also works closely with end users & fleet
engineers to ensure quality & operational integrity due to the bespoke
nature of its products.
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Address
Bevan Group
Amber Way
Halesowen
West Midlands
B62 8AY

www.bevangroup.com
Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Connect on Linkedin
Discover on Pinterest

